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 ► Unit A1: spikes  
Fabric A3:a and A3:b, TLS #3 

Step 1: Cut (2) 15-1/2” by 42” strips from Fabrics A3:a and A3:b. 
Press and stack the fabric strips facing right-side-up into (1) group 
with both of the A3:a pieces on top of the A3:b pieces. 

Step 2: The strips are cut using Unit A1, TLS #3 found in Bag 
#A1. Using a ruler and your rotary cutter, cut (4) pieces to match 
the same size and width of the Template Layout Sheet. Rotate the 
template and cut (4) additional pieces. (Total=(8) pieces.)

Step 3: Stack (8) pieces facing right-
side-up with (4) Fabric A3:a pieces 
on top of (4) Fabric A3:b pieces 
with TLS #3 on top. Clip the layout 
sheet onto the fabric pieces with a 
paperclip on each section around 
the perimeter of the stack.

Step 4: Cut through the paper 
and fabric, following the Cut 
Lines in numerical order on 
the layout sheet. Place these 
clipped stacks back into Bag 
#A1. 
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 ► Unit A2: Background, Fabric A2, TLS #2
Step 1: Cut (4) 20” by 42” strips from Fabric A2. Press and stack 
the fabric strips facing right-side-up into (1) group. 

Step 2: The strips are cut using Unit A2, TLS #2 found in Bag 
#A2. Using a ruler and your rotary cutter, cut (4) pieces to match 
the same size and width of the Template Layout Sheet. Rotate the 
template and cut (4) additional pieces. (Total=(8) pieces.).

Step 3: Stack (8) pieces facing right-side-up with TLS #2 on top. 
Clip the layout sheet onto the fabric pieces with a paperclip on 
each section around the perimeter of the stack. (Graphics next 
page).

Step 4: Cut through the paper and fabric, following the Cut 
Lines in numerical order on the layout sheet. Place these clipped 
stacks back into Bag #A2. (Garphics next page).
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